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BEING A TEACHER ... 
ONE'S JOB IS TO SHAPE 
Q1JALITY OF EDUCATION 

Here is another individual 
whose core course with rich 

Assumption blood. Ajarn 
N okyoong earned both her 

Bachelor"s degree and PhD from 
Assumption University, but 

flew across the globe to get her 

Master's degree from England. 

Envision the cliche persona of 

a typical teacher, mixed with the 

title of Chairperson of Marketing 

Department, this certainly cold 

president of the Walkie Talkie generations after generations 

Club back in the days before of students the true meaning 

smartphones existed, and she of "marketing", and guide their 

used her love in marketing to perception to understand how 

help successfully launch the club marketing is an important foun-

to success. dation of all business. 

After receiving her Bachelor's Dr. Punnaluck continues on 

degree from Assumption Uni- to say that being a teacher is not 

versity, Ajarn Nokyoong worked as easy as everyone thinks. To 

inmarketingforoneyearbefore teach a 3-hour lesson, she has 

deciding to go to England to to prepare more than 6-8 hours 

pursue a degree in International and always has to be up-to-date 

make some students shutter Business Management. 

with fear! But who could have 

with the latest news and events, 

so that she can share with stu

dents. In teaching, you can't just 

know theories, you have to have 

common sense and practical 

knowledge too. 

imagined that the lovely Ajarn 

Nokyoong that you see today, 

• used to be quite the activity goer 

as a 4lud;nt. She was even the 

"After finishing my Master's 

degree, I found a company job, 

but also came to teach part-time 

at ABAC. I found that I really 

enjoyed teaching, because it 

gave me the opportunity to share 

my knowledge and experience. 

It was tough working 7 days a 

week, but I was happy. It's the 

only job where I can teach skill 

and develop people; the only job 

Teaching today has changed 

quite a lot from the past. "Tradi

tional teaching method focused 

more than 80% on memoriza

tion of contents, but today it's 

reduced drastically down to 

that truly allows me to give and 50%. Because information 

share." can be easily searched on 

the internet, so if you teach 

The allure of teaching eventu- something that students 

ally steered her to become a full- can find themselves, 

time teacher in the marketing they won't pay 

department and to study PhD. attention." 

Fast forward 20 years, today • • • • + 
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• Therefore teachers must • 

• possess a deep and extensive 

knowledge of the topics they 
• - are interested in so that they 

can guide their students. In • • 
• addition to teaching. teachers 

• should facilitate active-learning • " • by conducting workshops which 

• will hdp prepare students for To achieve this, our marketing .. 
• their future careers . department focus on continually ... 
·• developing our own faculty with 

Digital Marketing •.. the key to up-to-date industry knowledge • success in the era of Business 4.0 and techniques so that we are 
• better equipped to teach students • Over the past 2-3 years many who are dedicated in this field. • universities have been offering a 

variety of new and specialized "It's no easy task opening 
" courses in order to develop stu- new courses in digital market-• 

dents and open doors for them ing, because before we did, we • • • .. 
to have more career choices in spent many years meticulously • .. 
the future. It's apparent that planning and reviewing subject • technology and innovation are contents to make sure that each .. • becoming ubiquitous in our lives course is suitable and ready. We • and will no doubt have a major also recruited the hdp of many • impact in the way we live and industry experts to come help 

~ work in the future. prepare each course." 

• • Dr. Punnaluck reiterates Assumption University is .. the important role that digital committed to producing the 
• marketing plays in business, highest quality graduates. We 

therefore it's our job as teachers are confident and optimistic tha: • to equip students with proper our graduates are well equipped • 
knowledge enabling them to plan • • to take on the Business 4.0 er • and utilize relevant digital tools where business and digital mar- • • • to achieve maximum results. k.eting are intertwined . 
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